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Coyote Coding Camp: Dunk Contest

The Spurs Coyote is a lovable mascot who loves to dunk. In this activity, you will use 
Scratch code to make a dunk contest game and get to play as The Spurs Coyote! 
This third part will focus on adding a flashy trick as well as creating your own trick!

● Computer, 
Chromebook, or 
tablet with 
keyboard

● Internet 
connection

● Scratch Account
● Parts 1 and 2 

completed.

Overview
Materials

Let’s Get Started
Make sure you have done parts 1 and 2 of this activity. Visit 
https://spursgive.org/coding to find instructions for the first two parts. 
In the top-right of the scratch homepage, click on your username and select My 
Stuff from the dropdown menu. Find the dunk contest project and click on See 
inside. 
Make sure you have the Coyote sprite selected in the sprites pane and then 
you’re ready to code!

1

Part 3: Flashy Tricks & Adventure Mode

1

a

Make a block to define what the Coyote will do 
when doing a new wild trick.

Click on the My Blocks palette. b Click on the Make a Block button.

https://spursgive.org/coding
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c
Name your block. Something descriptive like ‘goWild’ 
works best for this block. Press OK when you’re done 
naming.

d You should now have a define goWild 
block on your workspace.

2 Make the procedure for the goWild trick.

a

b

Attach an if < > then block from the 
control palette to the define goWild 
block. This will help the computer 
make a decision on when to do the 
goWild trick or not.

Insert some blocks to add the logic:
● Add an < ( ) = (50 ) > block from the operators 

palette and insert it into the if then block. Delete the 
value “50” and type the word yes.

● Insert a dunking variable block from the variables 
palette in the space on the left side of the = block.

c Add some blocks inside the if then block to set up the goWild 
trick:
● Change points by ( 10 ) - add 10 points to the 

score!
● Start sound (Magic Spell) - make some noise!
● Broadcast (go wild) - get a broadcast message 

block from the events palette. Use the dropdown 
menu to create a new message and name it ‘go wild.’

d Add some blocks inside 
the if <  > then block to 
create some effects:
● Repeat ( 5 ) - 

repeat some code 
5 times.

● Change [ color ] 
effect by ( 40 ) - 
change the color of 
the Coyote sprite.

e Add some blocks inside 
the if <  > then block to 
create some effects:
● Repeat ( 5 ) - 

repeat some code 
5 times.

● Change [ color ] 
effect by ( 40 ) - 
change the color of 
the Coyote sprite.
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3 Make the Coyote sprite shine!

a

b

Select the thumbnail of the Star sprite 
in the sprites pane. Add a when green 
flag clicked block to this sprite. Attach 
a hide block from the looks palette.

Attach a forever block. Inside the forever 
block, insert a glide ( .05 ) secs to ( Coyote ) 
block. You will have to change the number value 
and use the dropdown to select ‘Coyote’ from 
the list.

4 Make some clones.

a

b

Add a when I receive [ go wild ] event block.

Add some blocks to create some 
clones of the Star sprite:
● Repeat ( 5 ) - repeat some 

code 5 times.
● Create clone of ( myself ) -  

creates a copy of the Star 
sprite.

5 Make the procedure for the new clones.

a

b

Add a when I start as a clone block.

Make the clones point in random directions:
● Point in direction ( 90 ) - points the sprite 

in a specified direction.
● Insert a pick random ( -90 ) to ( 90 ) 

block into the point in direction block. Don’t 
forget to change the values!
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c

d

Add some blocks to setup the looks of the 
clone:
● Set size to (50) % - makes the Star 

sprite half of the original size.
● Go to [back] layer - the Star sprite 

will be behind other sprites.
● Show - changes the sprite to no 

longer be hidden.

Add some blocks to control the looks and actions of 
the Star clones:
● Repeat ( 10 ) - repeat some code 10 times.

Inside the repeat block:
● Move ( 5 ) steps - the sprite will move in the 

direction it is facing.
● Change size by ( -2 ) - reduces the size of 

the sprite.
● Change [ color ] effect by (10) - changes 

the color of the Star sprite.

e Outside of the repeat block, add a delete this 
clone block to make the clone go away after it is 
done with the procedure.

6 Add the goWild trick to a keypress.

a

b

Select the thumbnail of the Coyote sprite in the sprites pane 
to edit the code for that sprite again.Add a new when green 
flag clicked event block. Attach a forever block.

Add some blocks inside of the forever block to make 
the goWild happen when you press the right arrow key:
● If < > then - ask the computer a question. If the 

answer is true, then run the code contained in 
the if block.

● < key ( up arrow ) pressed > - senses if the 
up arrow key is being pressed. Returns a true or 
false value. Use the drop down arrow to select 
up arrow from the list.

● goWild - “call” the code that lives in the goWild 
block that you created. You can find this block in 
the My Blocks palette.
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7 Adventure Mode: make your own tricks!

a

b

You have 3 great tricks to do while dunking now, but 
still one more arrow key to add a trick to. Use the same 
method that we used to create the other tricks to make 
a new trick:
● Make a new block and name it to describe your 

new trick.
● Add the procedure for your new trick. You can 

use the template pictured here as a guide, but 
feel free to code any trick you want.

Add the keypress event for 
your new trick. You can use 
the template pictured here 
as a guide, but feel free to 
code any trick you want.

8 Share your project so the Coyote can 
see your game!

a Look at the top of your workspace to find the big orange Share button. Click this button 
to share your project with the Scratch community. Note: you must be signed in to a Scratch 
account for the button to show up.

b Once your project is shared, add it to our Coyote Coding Camp - Dunk Contest Studio. 
Visit https://bit.ly/dunkContest to go to the studio. 

https://bit.ly/dunkContest

https://bit.ly/dunkContest
https://bit.ly/dunkContest
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9
Awesome job completing the Dunk Contest game! Coding isn’t easy. Just like 
basketball, you have to keep practicing! Could you make your own game in Scratch 
based on basketball, the Spurs, or the Coyote?

Post a screen capture of 
your project, 

or a picture of you 
coding and use 

#spursgivecoding

c Click the Add projects button to show a menu of your shared projects to 
select.

d Find your Dunk Contest project in the menu on the bottom of the screen and click 
Add+. You will only see projects here if you have shared projects with the orange Share 
button. You can continue to add tricks to your project and it will automatically update in 
the studio.


